
Minutes   

Trinity Primary School Parent Council  

 Held on Tuesday 22nd October, 7:30pm  

Present: Helen Duncan (Chair),  Kev Head, Kristin Deeken, Steve Dale, Julie Wardhaugh, Gareth Kirk, 

Sandy Robinson, Colette Holligan, Jacqueline Scott, Kirsty Martin, Amy Armstrong, Cllr Jim Campbell.  

1. Apologies: Jen Bird, Kirsty Wilkie, Suzanne Macdonald, Toby Kelly, Cllr Gordon Munro 

2. Minutes of Meeting of 27th August, 2019   

The minutes of 27th August were approved.  

Update on Lets: Janitor was onsite for meeting and H Duncan will email a thank you to school lets 

and express our desire for this to continue. The issue of lets was also raised at recent Locality 

meeting so is not just an issue at Trinity.  

Christmas 20/21 term dates: No update received 

Update on shared space in Victoria Park: Council have been in touch so work progressing to make 

high-quality and durable ‘no dogs’ signs, as designed by the children, for the perimeter fence.    

School Census Questionnaire: Attendees at recent Locality meeting expressed uncertainty as to 

purpose of questionnaire. Feedback has been provided to H Duncan however only 57 respondents 

for Trinity Primary, with no comparative data to assess against. Data presented in a confusing 

format. Overall difficult to obtain meaningful information but H Duncan will review content and 

feedback to next meeting.  

PC Communication and Guidance for Members: No further feedback received so now considered 

final.  

3. Correspondence  

Nothing to Note 

4. Head Teacher’s Report  

As previously circulated.  

The Parent Council discussed the recent Crowd and Clear activity and recognised the great work that 

had been undertaken on the day. However given the level of maintenance required for the 

playground facilities it was also recognised that more volunteers would be needed in future and 

options would be considered including 

 Looking at alternative days given other commitments that many families have on Saturday 

morning, including looking at Friday afternoons or Sundays as options 

 Focussing on one part of the playground at a time rather than tackling the entire site 

 Adding an additional date.  



The use of bin bags along the school lane was discussed with these bags been provided by Trinity 

Academy in an attempt to cut down on litter from Academy pupils. Cllr Campbell highlighted that 

there had been some recent correspondence on litter and whilst the current policy was only to 

provide litter bins at the entrances to parks (and not in the centre of the park itself) the Council were 

looking at providing bins on the main thoroughfares between Victoria Park and Trinity Academy. It 

was recognised that given other Council commitments this wouldn’t be a high priority. J Scott 

highlighted that the removal of litter bins from the school playground has actually reduced litter in 

the playgrounds and now all children must take all their litter home with them.  

The Couch to Club initiative would appear to have been a success and Active Schools will provide 

information on oversubscribed clubs to assess whether additional capacity can be created. A number 

of teachers have also started to run lunch time clubs which have proven to be very successful.  

 

5. School Budget Update  

J Scott confirmed the school budget for the 19/20 year and as part of this highlighted that the 

budget allocation allowed for the employment of 14 PSAs across 22 classes. The budget for 

education supplies has also been confirmed but the limited budget has to be used for all stationery 

printing, furniture, decoration etc. It was agreed that Class Bulletins/Twitter feeds would include a 

reminder of useful stationery that pupils could bring with them to school.  

A small budget surplus has been carried over from 18/19. The full year 19/20 spend is forecast 

quarterly and so far there are no known issues that are giving cause for concern.  

J Scott highlighted that once Phase 2 of building works are complete the ongoing decoration of the 

school will have to be covered from any budget allocation so an ongoing rolling programme will have 

to be considered.  

6.  New Resource – Relationships, Sexual Health and Parenthood Education 

A new resource has been provided for Relationships, Sexual Health and Parenthood Education. The 

resource provides a comprehensive set of learning activities for use in early learning settings, 

primary and secondary schools, colleges and in community-based learning. The resource is 

structured in line with Curriculum for Excellence Levels. It recognises that the traditional method of 

providing “sex education” in P6 is not necessarily the most effective method and that providing 

earlier education and building up gradually could be more appropriate. The resources will be shared 

with Parent Council at the next meeting with a future event for all parents to be discussed and 

agreed at that time.  

J Scott highlighted that the resources would not be used until the 20/21 academic year to allow time 

to share with parents and to consider the best option for delivering to pupils.  

There has already been some interest in this topic from parents who have seen some recent press 

coverage. The resources can be accessed at www.rshp.scot 

 

http://www.rshp.scot/


7. Trinity Academy Update  

 H Duncan gave an update on the current situation around the development of the Trinity Academy 

site. A meeting will take place in Trinity Academy on Monday 28th October from 5-6.30pm  where we 

will have an opportunity to hear about the plans for the first stage of the development (which has 

the required £10m funding) and the decision making for the second phase (which doesn’t have 

funding yet). The meeting is open to all families with children at Trinity Academy and the cluster 

primary schools. Trinity Community Council will also attend.  

A further drop in session is also scheduled at Bangholm Recreation Ground on 7th November from 

2.30-6pm where there will be an opportunity to view the plans and images for the new sports 

facilities and speak to the design team.  

It was discussed that the process for consultation on the Trinity Academy options had been 

disappointing and it was felt that the decision making hadn’t been as transparent as it could have 

been. H Duncan confirmed that she continues to stay in regular contact with the chair of the Trinity 

Academy Parent Council and the PC will continue to support whatever decisions they take.   

8. Wider Engagement: Locality/Trinity Community Council 

We will continue to engage with Trinity Community Council’s monthly meeting at St. Serf’s and a 

rota of all PC members for attendance will be circulated.  Cllr Campbell commented that the latest 

elections were now complete and the TCC now has a smaller membership.   

 The Locality meeting discussed Lets and the recent questionnaire with nothing else to report.  

9.  TPSA Winter Fair 

Thurs 21st November: 6.30 to 8pm. The PC has confirmed that they will run the Tombola.  

10. Accounts   

Nothing to report.  

11. AOCB  

The next Parent Council meeting will be held on the 3rd December.  


